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Abstract
In [Math. Z. 61 (1954) 245], Schubert introduced an invariant of knots in the 3-sphere, called the
bridge number, and Goda extended this invariant to θ-curves in [Topology Appl. 79 (1997) 177]. It
is known that knots with bridge number 2 are prime. However we show in this paper that θ-curves
with bridge number 2 are not always prime. Actually we give a necessary and sufficient condition for
θ-curves to be nonprime with bridge number 2. Ó 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Definitions and main theorem
Throughout this paper, we work in the piecewise linear category and fix an orientation
of the 3-sphere S3.
A θ -curve is a graph in S3 which consists of two vertices and three edges joining the
two vertices. A labeling of a θ -curve is a total ordering on the set of the edges and a choice
of one of the vertices. The ith edge in the ordering is denoted by ei , and the vertex of our
choice is denoted by v1 and the other v2. All our θ -curves will be labeled. Two θ -curves are
equivalent if there exists an orientation preserving self-homeomorphism of S3 taking one
to the other which respects the labelings. A θ -curve Γ is trivial if there exists a 2-sphere
in S3 which contains Γ .
The pair (B, t) is called a tangle if B is a 3-ball and each component of t is a graph
properly embedded in B . A tangle (B, t) is trivial if there is a union∆ of mutually disjoint
disks ∆i properly embedded in B such that ∆ contains t and each ∆i contains just one
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Fig. 1. Fig. 2.
component of t . We call ∆ trace disks of the tangle. A trivial tangle (B, t) is k-bridge if t
is a union of one star of 3-degree and k − 1 arcs, see Fig. 1.
Let Γ be a θ -curve and T a 2-sphere in S3. We call T a bridge decomposing sphere
of Γ if (Bi,Bi ∩ Γ ) is a k-bridge tangle for i = 1,2, where Bi is a 3-ball in S3 bounded
by T which contains vi . Then we say that Γ has a k-bridge decomposition and denote it
by (S3,Γ )= (B1,B1 ∩ Γ ) ∪ (B2,B2 ∩ Γ ). The bridge number b(Γ ) of Γ is the smallest
integer k for which Γ has a k-bridge decomposition. If b(Γ )= k, then Γ is said to be k-
bridge. In [9], the concept of 2-bridge graph is introduced. The definition of bridge number
is a generalization of this concept. Note that any θ -curve Γ has a k-bridge decomposition
for some integer k, see [3, Proposition 2.1], and that b(Γ )= 1 if and only if Γ is trivial,
see [3, Proposition 2.2].
Let Γ be a θ -curve and S a 2-sphere in S3. We call S a decomposing sphere of Γ if
S does not contain a vertex of Γ and S meets each edge of Γ transversely at exactly one
point. Let Bi be a 3-ball in S3 bounded by S which contains vi . We construct a new θ -curve
Γ1 (respectively Γ2) from Γ by replacing (B2,B2 ∩ Γ ) (respectively (B1,B1 ∩ Γ )) by a
1-bridge tangle. The labeling of Γi is defined to be the one induced from Γ . Note that Γ1
(respectively Γ2) is equivalent to a θ -curve which is obtained from Γ by contracting B2
(respectively B1) to v2 (respectively v1) as in [6]. Then we say that Γ is decomposed into
Γ1 and Γ2, and denote it by Γ = Γ1#Γ2. A decomposition Γ = Γ1#Γ2 by a decomposing
sphere S is efficient if each Γi is nontrivial, and then we say that S is efficient. A θ -curve
Γ is prime if Γ is nontrivial and does not have an efficient decomposition.
A θ -curve Γ is (i, j)-rational (or rational) if Γ is nontrivial and there exists a 2-sphere
which bounds two 3-balls B1 and B2 in S3 such that (B1,B1 ∩ Γ ) is a trivial tangle as in
Fig. 2 and (B2,B2 ∩ Γ ) is a trivial tangle with two arcs contained in ei ∪ ej . Note that a
(i, j)-rational θ -curve Γ contains a nontrivial knot ei ∪ ej . For, if ei ∪ ej is trivial, then Γ
is trivial, see [1, 4].
The following is our main result.
Theorem 1.1. A θ -curve Γ is nonprime and 2-bridge if and only if Γ is decomposed into
a (i, j)-rational θ -curve and a (j, k)-rational θ -curve, where {i, j, k} = {1,2,3}.
By the definition, a rational θ -curve is 2-bridge and contains only one nontrivial knot.
A rational θ -curve is prime since a nonprime 2-bridge θ -curve contains two nontrivial
knots by Theorem 1.1. So, we obtain the following corollary by the uniqueness of prime
decomposition of a θ -curve, see [6].
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Fig. 3.
Corollary 1.2. A 2-bridge θ -curve is decomposed into at most two prime θ -curves.
In [3, Theorem 5.1], Goda ‘showed’ that 2-bridge θ -curves are prime. But our main
result is showing that it is not correct.1
In Section 2, we prove Theorem 1.1 by using Propositions 2.1 and 2.2. The proofs of
Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 are showed in Sections 3 and 4, respectively.
2. Proof of Theorem 1.1
First, we show the ‘if’ part of Theorem 1.1. Let Γ be a θ -curve which is decomposed
into (i, j)-rational Γ1 (Fig. 3(1)) and (j, k)-rational Γ2 (Fig. 3(2)). In Fig. 3 (1) and (2),
the boxes 1 and 2 represent trivial tangles with two arcs. Then Γ is as in Fig. 3(3) since Γ
is decomposed into Γ1 and Γ2 by a decomposing sphere S and such a θ -curve is unique,
see [12] and [11]. Since Γ contains a nontrivial knot, Γ is nontrivial. It is not hard to see
that Γ has a 2-bridge decomposition by a bridge decomposing sphere T (Fig. 3(3)). Thus
we obtain the ‘if’ part of Theorem 1.1.
Next, we show the ‘only if’ part of Theorem 1.1. Let Γ be a nonprime 2-bridge θ -curve.
Then Γ has a 2-bridge decomposition (S3,Γ )= (B1,B1 ∩Γ )∪ (B2,B2 ∩Γ ) by a bridge
decomposing sphere T and a decomposition Γ = Γ1#Γ2 by an efficient decomposing
sphere S. If S ∩ T = ∅, then S is not efficient, see [7, Lemma 2.2].
1 The error is on p. 195 in the proof of Theorem 5.1; the proof in the case II-2-2 is flawed. Even if I ∩ ∂θ2 =
q1 ∪ q3, we can not use the same argument as in the case II-2-1(i).
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From now on, we call a transformation by an ambient isotopy in S3 fixing Γ as a set
shortly an isotopy and denote F ∩ (S3 − intN(Γ )) by Fo for a subset F in S3, where
N(Γ ) denotes a regular neighborhood of Γ in S3.
The ‘only if’ part of Theorem 1.1 follows immediately from Propositions 2.1 and 2.2.
Proposition 2.1. Let S be an efficient decomposing sphere of Γ . If S meets T in a simple
closed curve which is essential in So , then Γ is decomposed into a (i, j)-rational θ -curve
and a (j, k)-rational θ -curve by S, where {i, j, k} = {1,2,3}.
Proposition 2.2. Any efficient decomposing sphere S′ of Γ can be isotoped to S so that S
meets T in a simple closed curve which is essential in So .
3. Proof of Proposition 2.1
Suppose that S meets T in a simple closed curve which is essential in So. Let Di =
S ∩Bi for i = 1,2. Note that each Di is a disk.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that an arc component of B1∩Γ is contained
in e1. We denote points of T ∩ Γ by q1, q ′1, q ′′1 (∈ e1), q2(∈ e2) and q3(∈ e3) as in Fig. 4.
We show the case that D1 meets Γ at one point. The other case results in the first case
by replacing v1 with v2. Then D1 separates v1 and an arc component of B1 ∩ Γ and D2
meets each component of B2 ∩ Γ at one point, by [7, Lemma 2.2] and ∂D1 = ∂D2. We
may assume that D1 meets e2 and that D2 meets e1 and e3 as in Fig. 5.
Fig. 4.
Fig. 5.
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Let B1,1 (respectively B2,2) be the closure of a component of B1 − D1 (respectively
B2 − D2) containing v1 (respectively v2) and B1,2 (respectively B2,1) the closure of the
other component. Let ∆ be trace disks of (B2,B2 ∩ Γ ). Since So is incompressible in
S3 − intN(Γ ), Do2 is incompressible in Bo2 . By a standard innermost disk argument, we
may assume that ∆ ∩D2 consists of arcs and that the arc components of ∆ ∩D2 disjoint
from Γ are essential in Do2 . Since S is essential, there is an arc component α of ∆ ∩D2
disjoint from Γ . We may assume that α is outermost in ∆. Then the outermost disk d ⊂∆
for α is contained in B2,2 since S is essential. We ∂-compress D2 along d and denote the
∂-compressed D2 by D′2. Then D′2 are two disks. We can choose new trace disks ∆′ of
(B2,B2 ∩ Γ ) so that ∆′ ∩D′2 consists of two arcs γ1 and γ2 each of which meets Γ . Let
B ′2,1 be the closure of a component of B2 −D′2 which contains B2,1 and B ′2,2 the closure
of the other two components.
A tangle (B2,1,B2,1 ∩ Γ ) is trivial since it is pairwise homeomorphic to a tangle
(B ′2,1,B ′2,1 ∩ Γ ) which has trace disks ∆′ ∩ B ′2,1. On the other hand we can choose trace
disks ∇ of (B1,B1∩Γ ) so that ∇∩D1 consists of an arc γ which meets Γ . Hence a tangle
(B1,1,B1,1 ∩ Γ ) is 1-bridge with a trace disk ∇ ∩B1,1 which meets D1 in the arc γ .
By the definition of a decomposition for θ -curves, Γ1 is represented by (S3,Γ1) =
((B2,1,B2,1 ∩ Γ ) ∪ (B1,1,B1,1 ∩ Γ )) ∪h (B0, t0), where (B0, t0) is a 1-bridge tangle and
h is a gluing map of S and ∂B0. Since the equivalence class of Γ1 is independent of h, we
can represent Γ1 by (S3,Γ1)= (B2,1,B2,1 ∩Γ )∪ ((B1,1,B1,1 ∩Γ )∪h′ (B0, t0)), where h′
is a gluing map of D1 and a disk in ∂B0 such that h′(γ ) is contained in the boundary of a
trace disk of (B0, t0). Hence ((B1,1,B1,1 ∩ Γ ) ∪h′ (B0, t0)) is a trivial tangle as in Fig. 2.
Since B2,1 ∩ Γ are two arcs contained in e3 ∪ e1, Γ1 is (3,1)-rational.
By the argument similar to that in the case of Γ1, we can show that Γ2 is (1,2)-rational
since a tangle (B1,2,B1,2∩Γ ) is trivial and a tangle (B2,2,B2,2∩Γ ) is 2-bridge with trace
disks ∆′ ∩B ′2,2 which meet D2 in two arcs γ1 and γ2.
This completes of the proof of Proposition 2.1. 2
4. Proof of Proposition 2.2
Let S′ be an efficient decomposing sphere of Γ . Let S′1 = S′ ∩B1 and S′2 = S′ ∩B2. We
may assume that;
(∗) each component of S′1 is an essential disk in Bo1 disjoint from Γ , and
(∗∗) the number |S′ ∩ T | of components of S′ ∩ T is the minimum among all
decomposing spheres of Γ which are isotoped from S′ and satisfy the condi-
tion (∗).
We begin with some lemmas.
Lemma 4.1. Let S′ be as above. Then there exists a sequence of decomposing spheres S′ =
S(1), S(2), . . . , S(n+1) (n 6= 0) which satisfies the following conditions (i = 1,2, . . . , n);
(1) S(i+1)2 is obtained from S(i)2 by a ∂-compression in B2 along a disk meeting S(i)2 in
an arc αi which is essential in (S(i)2 )
o
,
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(2) each (S(i+1)2 )o is incompressible in Bo2 ,
(3) S(i+1) is isotoped from S(i),
(4) there is no disk component of S(1)2 which is disjoint from Γ ,
(5) each component of S(n+1)2 is a disk,
(6) each disk component of S(i)1 disjoint from Γ is essential in Bo1 ,
(7) each disk component of S(i+1)2 disjoint from Γ is essential in Bo2 ,
where S(j)1 = S(j) ∩B1 and S(j)2 = S(j) ∩B2 (j = 1,2, . . . , n+ 1).
Proof. Let S(1) = S′, S(1)2 = S(1)∩B2 and∆ trace disks of (B2,B2∩Γ ). Note that (S(1)2 )o
is incompressible in Bo2 by the condition (∗∗). We construct a sequence of ∂-compressions.
First, we choose∆ so that∆∩S(i)2 consists of arcs and that the arc components of∆∩S(i)2
disjoint from Γ are essential in (S(i)2 )o. Next, we choose an arc component αi of ∆∩ S(i)2
disjoint from Γ which is outermost in ∆, and ∂-compress S(i)2 along an outermost disk
di ⊂∆ for αi . Denote the ∂-compressed S(i)2 by S(i+1)2 .





o is also incompressible in Bo2 . We repeat
the process until there is no arc component of ∆ ∩ S(n+1)2 disjoint from Γ . Since a ∂-
compression of S(i)2 is realized by an isotopy of S
(i)
, we obtain a sequence of decomposing
spheres S′ = S(1), S(2), . . . , S(n+1) such that S(j)2 = S(j)∩B2. Let S(j)1 = S(j) ∩B1. By the
construction, this sequence satisfies the conditions (1)–(4).
Let F be a component of S(n+1)2 . Since S(1) is efficient, F is not a 2-sphere. If F is
disjoint from Γ , then F is a disk by [5, Lemma III.8] and the condition (2). If F meets
Γ , then F ∩∆ consists of arcs each of which meets Γ . It is not hard to see that F is a
disk by the condition (2). Then the condition (5) holds. (If n= 0, then S(1)2 is a disk by the
condition (5). Since there is no arc component of ∆ ∩ S(1)2 disjoint from Γ , then S(1) can
be isotoped so that S ⊂ B1. This is a contradiction. Hence n 6= 0.)
By the condition (∗), the condition (6) holds for i = 1. Suppose that there exists a
number k in {1,2, . . . , n− 1} such that none of S(1)1 , S(2)1 , . . . , S(k)1 has a disk component
which is not a component of S(1)1 and that S
(k+1)
1 has such a disk component. Then there
are two disk components of S(k)1 connected by αk . We can ∂-compress S
(1)
2 along dk , see
[2, Lemma 3.3] and [8]. This contradicts to the condition (∗∗). Hence the condition (6)
holds.
By the condition (4), there is no disk component of S(1)2 which is disjoint from Γ .
Suppose that there exists a number k in {1,2, . . . , n} such that none of S(1)2 , S(2)2 , . . . , S(k)2
has a disk component disjoint from Γ which is not essential in Bo2 and that S(k+1)2 has such
a disk component D. Then there is an annulus component A of S(k)2 containing αk such
that D = cl(A−N(αk)) by the condition (1). Note that k 6= 1 by the condition (∗∗). Since
D is not essential in Bo2 , there is a disk D
′ in T bounded by ∂D which is parallel to D
in Bo2 . Now, we note that a ∂-compression of S
(i)
2 along di in B2 can be reversed by a ∂-
compression of S(i+1)1 in B1, which we call the dual ∂-compression. The disk for this dual
∂-compression is denoted by d−1i . Note that d
−1
k ∩ intD′ = ∅ since A is incompressible
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in Bo2 by the condition (2). If there is a component F of S(k+1)2 such that ∂F ⊂ intD′,
then F is not a disk by the choice of k. Let d be a disk for a ∂-compression of F . Since
d∩T ⊂ intD′, d∩d−1k = ∅. Then we can ∂-compress F along d before the ∂-compression
along dk . Then we may assume that intD′ ∩ S(k+1)2 = ∅. This implies that d−1l can be
isotoped so that dk ∩ d−1l = ∅ for l = 1,2, . . . , k − 1. Then we can ∂-compress S(1)2 along
dk . This contradicts to the condition (∗∗). Hence the condition (7) holds. 2
Lemma 4.2. Any efficient decomposing sphere S′ of Γ can be isotoped to S so that each
component of S ∩ T is essential in So .
Proof. We may assume that S′ satisfies the conditions (∗) and (∗∗). Then there is a
sequence of decomposing spheres S′ = S(1), S(2), . . . , S(n+1) which satisfies the conditions
of Lemma 4.1.
First, we consider the case each S(j)2 has no disk component disjoint from Γ for
j = 1,2, . . . , n + 1. By the condition (5) and n 6= 0, S(n+1)2 has at least two components
and they are disks. By the condition (3), S(n+1) is the desired S.
In the other case, by the condition (4), there exists a number k in {1,2, . . . , n} such
that none of S(1)2 , S
(2)
2 , . . . , S
(k)
2 has a disk component disjoint from Γ and that S(k+1)2 has
such a disk component D. By the condition (1), there is an annulus component A of S(k)2
containing αk such that D = cl(A−N(αk)).
Suppose that there is a disk component D′ of S(k)1 disjoint from Γ . By the conditions
(6) and (7),D andD′ are essential in Bo2 and Bo1 , respectively. This implies thatD′ is not a
component of S(k+1)1 . For, ifD′ is a component of S
(k+1)
1 , then ∂D meets ∂D
′ transversely
by the condition of points of T ∩ Γ , see Fig. 4. Since αk connects the two components of
∂A, αk connectsD′ and the other component of S(k)1 . We can take a disk D′′ parallel to D
in B2 so that ∂D′ ∩ ∂D′′ = ∅. This is a contradiction. Hence there is no disk component of
S
(k)
1 disjoint from Γ . By the condition (3), S(k) is the desired S. 2
Lemma 4.3. Let (B, t) be a trivial tangle, A an annulus properly embedded in B and A′
an annulus in ∂B bounded by ∂A. If A and A′ are disjoint from t and A is incompressible
in Bo, then A is parallel to A′ in Bo.
Proof. Let ∆ be trace disks of (B, t). Since A is incompressible in Bo , we may assume
that ∆∩A consists of essential arcs in A. We choose an arc component α of ∆∩A which
is outermost in ∆ and ∂-compress A along an outermost disk d ⊂ ∆ for α. Denote the
∂-compressed A by D. Then D is a disk and ∂D bounds a disk D′ in A′ disjoint from t .
Since D is parallel to D′ in Bo, A is parallel to A′ in Bo . 2
Proof of Proposition 2.2.
Let S′ be an efficient decomposing sphere of Γ . By Lemma 4.2, S′ can be isotoped to S
which satisfies;
(∗′) each component of S ∩ T is essential in So , and
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(∗∗′) |S ∩ T | is the minimum among all decomposing spheres of Γ which are isotoped
from S′ and satisfy the condition (∗′).
It suffices to show that |S ∩ T | = 1.
Consider S ∩ T and an innermost disk D in S. Note that D is properly embedded in a
2-bridge tangle, say (B, t). By the condition (∗∗′) and [7, Lemma 2.2], if D meets t at one
point, then D meets a star component of t at one point, and separates a vertex and an arc
component of t (Fig. 6(a)). Similarly, if D meets t at two points, then eitherD meets a star
component of t at two points, and separates a vertex and an arc component of t (Fig. 6(b)),
or D meets each component of t at one point (Fig. 6(c)).
Since neither B1 nor B2 contain mutually disjoint two innermost disks, there are only
two innermost disks D1 and D2 such that D1 ⊂ B1 and D2 ⊂ B2. Set |S ∩ T | =m.
Now suppose m > 1. Let ai be a component of S ∩ T and Ai the closure of a
component of S − T for i = 1,2, . . . ,m− 1, such that S = D1 ∪ A1 ∪ · · · ∪ Am−1 ∪D2
and ∂Ai = ai ∪ ai+1.
Suppose that each Di meets Γ at one point. Since a1 does not meet am transversely, it
suffices to consider the case that a1 separates {q1, q3} and {q ′1, q ′′1 , q2} and that am separates
{q ′′1 , q2} and {q1, q ′1, q3} as in Fig. 7. Consider two annuli A1 ⊂ B2 and Am−1 ⊂ B1. This
contradicts to the condition (∗∗′) by Lemma 4.3 since S meets Γ at three points.
Hence one of D1 and D2 meets Γ at two points. We show the case that D1 meets Γ
at one point and that D2 meets Γ at two points. The other case results in the first case by
replacing v1 with v2. It suffices to consider the following three cases.
Fig. 6.
Fig. 7.
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Fig. 8.
Fig. 9.
(i) a1 separates {q2, q3} and {q1, q ′1, q ′′1 }, and am separates {q ′′1 } and {q1, q ′1, q2, q3}
(Fig. 8).
(ii) a1 separates {q1, q3} and {q ′1, q ′′1 , q2}, and am separates {q2} and {q1, q ′1, q ′′1 , q3}
(Fig. 9).
(iii) a1 separates {q1, q3} and {q ′1, q ′′1 , q2}, and am separates {q1, q3} and {q ′1, q ′′1 , q2}
(Fig. 5).
In case (i), consider an annulus A1 ⊂ B2. Then a2 separates {q ′′1 } and {q1, q ′1, q2, q3} by
Lemma 4.3 and the condition (∗∗′). Similarly, a3 separates {q ′1} and {q1, q ′′1 , q2, q3}, a4
separates {q1} and {q ′1, q ′′1 , q2, q3}, and a5 separates {q2, q3} and {q1, q ′1, q ′′1 }. This implies
that D2 does not connect to Am−1. This is a contradiction. In case (ii) or (iii), consider an
annulus A1 ⊂ B2. This contradicts to the condition (∗∗′) by Lemma 4.3.
Hence m= 1. This completes of the proof. 2
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